Picking on the family: Disrupting android malware triage by forcing misclassification
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ABSTRACT

Machine learning classification algorithms are widely applied to different malware analysis problems because of their proven abilities to learn from examples and perform relatively well with little human input. Use cases include the labelling of malicious samples according to families during triage of suspected malware. However, automated algorithms are vulnerable to attacks. An attacker could carefully manipulate the sample to force the algorithm to produce a particular output. In this paper we discuss one such attack on Android malware classifiers. We design and implement a prototype tool, called IagoDroid, that takes as input a malware sample and a target family, and modifies the sample to cause it to be classified as belonging to this family while preserving its original semantics. Our technique relies on a search process that generates variants of the original sample without modifying their semantics. We tested IagoDroid against RevealDroid, a recent, open source, Android malware classifier based on a variety of static features. IagoDroid successfully forces misclassification for 28 of the 29 representative malware families present in the DREBIN dataset. Remarkably, it does so by modifying just a single feature of the original malware. On average, it finds the first evasive sample in the first search iteration, and converges to a 100\% evasive population within 4 iterations. Finally, we introduce RevealDroid\textsuperscript{c}, a more robust classifier that implements several techniques proposed in other adversarial learning domains. Our experiments suggest that RevealDroid\textsuperscript{c} can correctly detect up to 99\% of the variants generated by IagoDroid.
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variants from a relatively novel family, attempts to disguise them as a different family, one that is less likely to attract intensive scrutiny. This may hide novel indicators of compromise such as DNS records, malicious URLs, or exploits (Lakhota, Walenstein, Miles, & Singh, 2013).

In this scenario, the power of the malware writer or adversary is as follows: she has control over her malware sample and is able to extract static features such as intents-actions, API calls, and information flows. In addition, she knows the feature space used by the targeted classifier and has access to the classification/misclassification probability. This is a relatively strong assumption, yet the attacker still has the limitation of not knowing the underlying classification algorithm and she needs to preserve the semantics of the executable. Besides, she wants to automate the process. Our solution to this problem, a tool called IagoDroid, uses evolutionary algorithms to perform a search that identifies a minimal number of changes to the features in order to effect a family misclassification. IagoDroid can randomly choose a family or target a specific family.

Assuming further knowledge about the classifier is unrealistic in practice. Since the mapping (from vectors to labels) implemented by the classifier is unknown, there is no other option but to treat it as a black box that can be repeatedly queried during search. Even when this is not the case and the details about the classifier are fully known, obtaining an actionable analytical description of such a mapping might not be always possible, particularly for non-linear classifiers that capture complex interactions among features to produce the output label. Population-based search mechanisms such as genetic algorithms have proven to perform remarkably well in challenging domains where more traditional search algorithms have not succeeded (Sivanandam & Deepa, 2007).

- **Exploratory Attacks**: The attack described in this paper is exploratory since it does not aim at altering the training process but the classification itself, offline.
- **Targeted Attacks**: Regarding specificity, the proposed attack is focused on misleading the label given by the classifier to a particular sample. Nevertheless, the use of evolutionary search to find a proper mutation strategy can be used to fool the detection of any sample in the dataset as demonstrated in the following sections of the paper.
- **Integrity Attacks**: In contrast to attacks against the availability of the classifier, we do not seek to induce random classification errors. We aim to coerce an intended family misclassification for specific input samples.

2. **IagoDroid**

This section describes IagoDroid, a prototype tool that induces mislabelling of malware families during the triaging process for potential malware samples. Given the importance of automated systems to detect and classify malware, to understand how these systems can fail (and how can they be strengthened) when attacks are directed against their integrity is an important task. IagoDroid’s main goal is to demonstrate that an attack on an Android malware classification tool is feasible, by forcing it to produce a family misclassification as the result of some minor changes in the original sample and without modifying its semantics.

Following the taxonomy of attacks on machine learning developed by Barreno, Nelson, Sears, Joseph, and Tygar (2006), our approach can be positioned as follows:

- **Exploratory Attacks**: The attack described in this paper is exploratory since it does not aim at altering the training process but the classification itself, offline.
- **Targeted Attacks**: Regarding specificity, the proposed attack is focused on misleading the label given by the classifier to a particular sample. Nevertheless, the use of evolutionary search to find a proper mutation strategy can be used to fool the detection of any sample in the dataset as demonstrated in the following sections of the paper.
- **Integrity Attacks**: In contrast to attacks against the availability of the classifier, we do not seek to induce random classification errors. We aim to coerce an intended family misclassification for specific input samples.

The basic idea behind the IagoDroid attack is that the feature vector of a malicious application can be transformed by injecting new specific, incremental values, and this can eventually result in the assignment of an incorrect family label. These changes in the feature vector require modifications in the app’s code and resources, in order to build a new sample corresponding to the desired feature vector. For instance, it may be necessary to include a new API call. Moreover, these changes are made while simultaneously keeping the semantics of the app invariant. The
key to achieving semantic invariance is to only consider small, incremental changes in the app (i.e., adding new API calls or new permissions) each of which does not alter the original semantics.

Obtaining the list of transformations to apply to the feature vector can be seen as a search problem in which a search heuristic finds a solution (i.e., a new feature vector) based on the proximity of the current feature vector to one associated with a label different from the current one. This proximity can be calculated based on the output of a malware classifier, by measuring the probability of the feature vector being classified as the original label or as a different label.

Fig. 1 shows the general architecture of IagoDroid. There are two main pipelines, one depicted above the other. The upper pipeline shows the process of building the classification algorithm used to drive the heuristic search. This algorithm takes as input a set of samples placed in a feature space. These samples are employed to train the classifier and obtain a classification model. On the other hand, the process of performing the attack is shown in the bottom pipeline. In this case the process starts by picking a malware sample whose family label we wish to alter. Additionally, the attack pipeline can also take a target family (see Section 2.1). IagoDroid employs a genetic algorithm to perform the heuristic search, as these algorithms to adapt to problems of high complexity. The search is guided by a fitness function which uses the classification model previously trained to find the solutions that induce misclassification. Finally, the application is modified in order to adapt it to its new feature vector and it is repackaged to obtain a new app which is able to evade a correct family classification.

The following subsections present the context for IagoDroid, starting from a description of the adversarial model, a specification of the target classifier and finishing with the problem formalisation.

2.1. Adversarial model

In our scenario, we consider an adversary who aims to evade the correct classification of a sample belonging to family A by misclassifying it as family B.

The goal of the adversary is to ensure that it is possible to miss the identification of the correct family. We consider two cases. In the first scenario, the selection of the target family is delegated to the evolutionary algorithm which will merely try to change the label of the input feature vector with the minimum number of changes. In the second scenario, the target family is also an input and the search will attempt to find the feature changes that attain this specific misclassification.

As introduced in Section 1, the adversary seeks to thwart the deployment of proper countermeasures. To appreciate how the attacker achieves this, it is useful to specify what the adversary knows about the classifier. Given that IagoDroid is based on a well known classification algorithm whose source code is publicly available, we allow the feature set employed by the classifier to be known to the attacker. We assume the attacker is able to create new feature vectors and submit them directly to the classifier without any constraint. We assume that the classifier interacts with the submitted feature vectors as if they had been extracted from applications created or modified by the adversary. In other words, the search is conducted at the feature vector level, without directly modifying the malware sample until a solution is found.

Regarding the classifier output, the attacker receives two values: the label assigned to the input vector and a classification score, indicating the trust/reliability of the classification. Since the adversary is able to deploy her own implementation of the classifier, we do not consider any limitation in the number of feature vectors that can be submitted, hence the attacker has an unbounded number of attempts to lead the classifier to a compromised verdict.

This scenario for the adversarial capabilities is realistic since the target classifier can be well documented (i.e., no security through obscurity) or else reversed.

2.2. Target classifier

We decided to use an already proposed and documented classifier in our work. Our selection criteria for choosing a target classifier included good classifier precision and high diversity in the features it uses. While there are several classifiers discussed in the literature, few of them consider an important and representative set of features and are freely available to download. Table 1 compares the use of different features by the most important classifiers described in the literature and notes whether they can be downloaded to be used for our purposes. From the nine analysed proposals, only the authors of three of them have released the source code of their solutions, RevealDroid, Dendroid and DroidLegacy. Of these, RevealDroid is the most appropriate one since it uses the widest set of features. In addition, it was designed and tested for malware family classification.

RevealDroid classifier building

RevealDroid consists of a series of components that enable the extraction of three different kinds of data from Android apps: API calls, intent actions, and streams and flows. These features can be used to build a dataset and then to train a machine learning algorithm to perform a classification task that predicts the family label of previously unseen samples. Each group of features is extracted separately and is sequentially added to the feature vector for each application, with the objective of controlling and
supervising the whole process. We used the original code of RevealDroid, downloaded from its public repository.\footnote{https://bitbucket.org/joshuaga/revealdroid.}

The first feature extracted from each application is a list of the API calls found in the code, which allows one to obtain a high level description of the expected behaviour of the application. These API calls can be included in the feature vector of an app in two ways: grouping the calls by using the 30 security-sensitive API categories defined by Rasthofer, Arzt, and Bodden (2014), or grouping the calls by using the Android package in which they are defined. RevealDroid follows this second approach.

The second step of the dataset building process consists of including intent actions data. Intent actions are identifiers of different events that happen within the lifecycle of an application such as launching a new activity or a new service. This is also a useful information source for detecting and classifying malicious applications (Chin, Felt, Greenwood, & Wagner, 2011).

Thirdly, RevealDroid uses information flows to characterise the samples. An information flow can be seen as the path followed by a piece of sensitive data through the flow graph of a program. In this case, an information flow is represented as a pair consisting of a source (i.e., an API call providing data to the app) and a sink (i.e., the app providing data as input for another API call).

The final step involves the training process of a machine learning classification algorithm. The authors of RevealDroid use a decision tree based algorithm, C4.5, and the 1-nearest neighbour algorithm. Nevertheless, any other machine learning algorithm might be used instead.

2.3. Problem formalisation

In this subsection we provide a formal description of the attack.

Our experimental dataset can be formalised as the set \( X \), containing samples of different malware families. However, since we are solely interested in the feature vectors describing different properties of each sample, \( X \) can be represented as the set of \( n \) feature vectors:

\[
X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\}.
\]  

Each feature vector \( x_i \) is composed of \( k \) different features, extracted directly from the original application:

\[
x_i = [x_{i1}, x_{i2}, \ldots, x_{ik}].
\]  

Initially, each sample in the dataset is labelled with the name of the family it belongs to. We name the set of all the possible labels in the dataset as \( Y \). Thus, the classifier \( C \) can be defined as a function mapping a feature vector \( x_i \in X \) to the most likely label \( y_j \in Y \), paired with its probability of being the correct label:

\[
C(x_i) = \{p(y_j | x_i) \} \quad y_j \in Y.
\]  

where \( p(y_j | x_i) \) is the probability of \( y_j \) being the true label of \( x_i \) as estimated by the classifier.

Finally, we formalise our search approach at a high level of abstraction as a function accepting two arguments: a feature vector which is to be misclassified, obtained from the app, and the original label that we want to avoid. The output of this function \( (x_i') \) will be the original vector with a set of changes (e.g., increment the value of a feature) to be applied to the original feature vector \( x_i \). Once this new vector has been created, the classifier \( C \) will assign a new label \( y_j' \) to this modified vector:

\[
lagoDroid(x_i, y_j) = x_i' : y_j' \in Y, y_j' \neq y_j.
\]

We consider the changes as a \( \Delta \) vector satisfying: \( x_i + \Delta = x_i' \).

2.4. Genetic approach

This section describes the design details of the genetic algorithm that is at the core of lagoDroid.

2.4.1. Encoding

Each individual \( I_i \) present in the evolutionary process is designed to represent a possible new feature vector \( x_i' \) containing \( k \) different features or genes. Since the goal of lagoDroid is to introduce modifications in the feature vector so that the associated app gets misclassified while preserving its semantics, the individual’s encoding is designed to only allow incremental changes in each feature. Thus, the individual starts with the same feature vector as the sample received as input \( x_i \). Once the minimum value of each gene \( I_i \) of the individuals is established, it is also necessary to fix a maximum threshold \( MT \) to limit the number of changes and facilitate their implementation. Then, \( [x_i, x_i + MT] \) is the range for each gene in each individual \( I_i \). This restriction on the values of each individual will be present through the entire evolutionary process.

2.4.2. Genetic operators

Four operators are in charge of driving the evolutionary process across a number of generations. The selection operator is elitist, picking the \( n \) best individuals in each generation to be part of the next generation. Reproduction is performed by means of a standard tournament operator. For crossover we opt for a uniform operator and, lastly, a random mutation operator is used to introduce diversity in the population by changing the value of some genes randomly (within the ranges specified above).

2.4.3. Fitness function

The fitness function uses the gradient of the classifier output (score) to guide the genetic search. Specifically it uses the probability of the class that the algorithm wants to avoid. This can be formally defined as:

\[
f(x_i, y_j) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } p(y_j, y_j) = C(x_i) \\ 1 - p(y_j) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

where \( x_i \) is the feature vector of the application, \( y_j \) indicates its family and \( p \) represents the probability assigned to the classification.
2.5. Targeting specific families

The approach described so far addresses a genetic search seeking to reach different malware families, providing an effective technique to hide the real family of a malicious application. However, the search has no control over the final family label that will be assigned to the modified sample. This represents an interesting issue, since an attacker might well wish to target specific families with different purposes (for instance, to force defenders to deploy specific incorrect countermeasures). To address this issue, the fitness function can be easily modified to guide the search to individuals representing feature vectors classified as a given target family. The new fitness function is as follows:

\[
f(x_i, y_k) = \begin{cases} 
  p(y_k) & \text{if } C(x_i) \neq (p(y_k), y_k) \\
  1 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \(y_k\) represents the target family label.

3. Experimentation

We next discuss the experiments that we have performed to validate our proposal. The experiments address the following research questions:

- **RQ1:** How much effort does it take to find the modifications needed to misclassify a particular sample?
- **RQ2:** Which features are more often involved when modifying a sample?
- **RQ3:** Given a malware family, is the cost of forcing misclassification errors in its samples constant for all possible target families or are some families easier to target than others?

Our main goal is to provide evidence that our approach can induce a misclassification error in a targeted malware classifier. Accordingly, the experiments discussed in this section have been executed using only the first fitness function presented in Section 2.4.3 and we did not direct the genetic search towards a particular family classification. The rest of this section describes the experimental setting, including the dataset, classifiers and parameters used. To facilitate the reproducibility of our experiments, we have created open source versions of our implementation, dataset and scripts used throughout this work.

3.1. Dataset

We tested our approach using the DREBIN dataset [Arp et al., 2014]. This dataset contains 5560 malicious Android apps classified into 179 different families. Unfortunately, the number of samples per family is not balanced, resulting in some families with a low number of samples (e.g., 47 families contain just 1 sample). We therefore removed all classes containing less than 10 samples, resulting in a final dataset composed of 5189 samples distributed in 54 different families.

We then leveraged a number of existing tools to extract the features from each sample in the dataset. API calls and intent actions were obtained using Androguard\(^1\), a fairly well known static analysis tool. To extract information flows we used FlowDroid [Arzt et al., 2014], a taint analysis tool that finds source-sink connections. FlowDroid can be tuned through different parameters to maximise either performance or precision. We set parameters to achieve as much precision as possible. This approach differs slightly from the procedure followed by other works that have generally aimed at maximising performance by compromising precision (e.g., Garcia et al., 2015). Using FlowDroid to extract information flows introduces two important issues. First, the time it takes to analyse a single app ranges from a few minutes to several hours in the worst case. Furthermore, it unexpectedly crashes for many apps. These two issues (scalability and stability) forced us to dramatically reduce the number of samples actually used in the experiments. Thus, from the original set of 5189 samples, only 1919 samples belonging to 29 different families were successfully processed by FlowDroid.

Finally, once the final dataset was built, we carried out a basic covariance analysis among the features to remove those that did not provide any additional information.

3.2. Target classifier

To demonstrate our approach, we relied on RevealDroid, an Android malware classifier that uses various static features and allows the use of different machine learning classification algorithms. While the original authors used C4.5 and 1-NN, we restricted ourselves to C4.5 since it showed better accuracy and precision. Nevertheless, our approach is not limited to a particular classification algorithm and should work with any other classification approach. The C4.5 algorithm was trained using the RWeka package for R, keeping its default parameters. We use 2/3 of the data for training combined with 10 cross-fold validation and the remaining 1/3 for testing. The testing accuracy is 88% averaged over 50 runs.

3.3. Genetic search

The genetic algorithm was configured using the following parameters: a mutation probability of 0.1; a crossover probability of 0.8; population size equal to 50; maximum number of generations equal to 20; elitism parameter of 3; and a maximum number of transformations per allele of 1 (though we set an increment that provides a transformation probability per allele ranging from 0.6 to 1).

3.4. Attack steps

This subsection discusses the sequence of steps followed by an attacker to force the misclassification of a particular sample. Recall (Section 2.1) that we assume an adversary with full knowledge and unlimited access to the classifier.

The first step is to extract the features from the malicious samples that will be eventually mutated. Androguard and FlowDroid extract these features and generate the feature vector \(x_i\). This feature vector provides a basis for the genetic search. Since the aim of the attacker is to change the final label of the sample without altering its functionality, the way in which the components of this vector may be modified during the search is restricted. For instance, if a particular API call is used in the original sample, the mutated sample must keep this feature (i.e., if the component of this API call is set to 1 in the original vector it cannot be set to 0). Otherwise the semantics of the application will be altered and the malicious behaviour will not be preserved. The genetic algorithm takes this into account and only mutates these features by adding additional intent actions, API calls or information flows, without removing any of the original values. Under this premise, the search process generates new individuals by evolving the previous generation. On each iteration, the fitness function evaluates for every single individual whether the correct classification has been evaded.

Once a solution is found, the attacker applies the mutation strategy found by the genetic search to the original malware sample. This will require adding a combination of new intent actions,

---

\(^1\) The dataset is available at https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/4sksrpm5v9/1 and the code at https://github.com/androguard/androguard.

\(^2\) https://github.com/androguard/androguard
API calls, and/or new information flows. To alter the original APK file, the attacker first decompresses it to access the files packed inside, such as the manifest or the DEX file(s). Adding a new intent action, API call or information flow requires disassembling the original DEX file, which contains the bytecode responsible for the app's functionality and is generated at compilation time from the original Java source code. There are several tools to carry out this process. Smali and Backsmali⁴ are well known tools for translating the Dalvik bytecode contained the DEX file into human readable (smali) code. The result of disassembling a DEX file using these tools is a set of files related to the original Java sources. These files can easily be modified by the attacker to add a new call to an Android API method or a new intent action. To avoid introducing undesirable extra functionality into the app, the attacker can put the newly added code blocks within conditional sentences (i.e., if-then) driven by opaque predicates that always evaluate to false. This would prevent optimizers from removing them while achieving the two-fold goals of having those features in the code but not executing them. Once the new elements have been added to the code, the process can be reversed using Backsmali to repackage the APK file.

Unlike API calls or intent actions, information flows are related to the execution paths of the program. This means that a particular information flow will only be detected if it happens as part of the instructions that are actually executed when the app runs. This is a consequence of the way in which taint analysis tools based on symbolic execution, such as FlowDroid, explore the application to find possible data flows, building the application flow graph and following all the possible paths within the application. To insert a new information flow the attacker needs to place it within a method that will be eventually called. Android apps implement several callbacks (such as those used for managing the life-cycle of activities and services) to interact with different events taking place in the operating system. Thus, finding pieces of code that will certainly be executed is not difficult. To add a new information flow, the attacker can follow the procedure described above for intent actions and API calls.

We have manually tested the attacks with one of the samples in our dataset. Specifically, we modified an app labelled as a member of the Plankton family and, after altering it according to the found mutation strategy, the classifier misclassified it as a member of the BaseBridge family. Achieving misclassification only required the addition of a single intent action (ACTION_INPUT_METHOD_CHANGED). After following the previously described steps, we examined the app and extracted the new feature vector. This new vector contains the feature ACTION_INPUT_METHOD_CHANGED along with the original features of the app, showing that the modification step worked as expected while keeping the original features unchanged. Finally, we ran the classifier over this sample and obtained the wrong label (BaseBridge) as expected.

4. Results

We next discuss our experimental results. The experiments aim to provide answers to the three research questions introduced in the previous section. All the experiments were executed on a cluster of 6 nodes, each node equipped with 24 cores and 128Gb of RAM memory.

We took a random subset, selected uniformly across families, of samples from our main dataset for the experiments. This subset was composed of 290 samples, taking 10 samples per family from 29 different families. As we mentioned above, there are families that only have 10 samples, hence the need to pick at most 10 apps per family to balance the final sample.

4.1. Evasion effort

The first research question aims to measure the effort required by the attacker to find a mutation strategy that induces a classification error. We attempt to answer this question from three different points of view: (i) the number of generations required by the search to achieve evasion (i.e., to find a single individual evading the correct classification) and convergence (a whole generation evading correct classification); (ii) the number of modifications in the feature vector required; and (iii) the number of queries to the classifier (this is correlated with the first perspective but it is a standard metric in evasion environments (Biggio et al., 2013)).

Table 3 summarizes the results for the experiments carried out. It shows how many generations were enough to achieve evasion and at which point the genetic search converges (i.e., all individuals being misclassified). Remarkably, a solution is found in the first generation for all families but BaseBridge. This means that a single iteration of the genetic algorithm is required to evade the correct classification of a single sample. This achievement suggests that the search effort is low and the search might be replaced by a simple analytical process consisting on adding changes to the features (i.e., adding API calls, or intents among others). As a sanity check, we analysed this possibility considering transformations from a single sample of a specific family to another (in this case, from GmMaster to DroidKungFu). The analytical process can only add changes. However, all possible transformations from the vectors of GmMaster to vectors of DroidKungFu require subtractions. This would change the app semantics. Considering only those features that can be added, the analytical process requires between 500 and 16,000 changes from the original to the target vector. Using the same samples, the GA found solutions with only one change.

The average number of generations required to achieve convergence is around 4 for all families. Notable deviations include DroidKungFu, whose samples require around 7 generations, and SMSReg with less than 2 generations. This demonstrates that the evasion technique is extremely efficient against the classifier for the families tested. The only family whose samples cannot be successfully mutated so as to be classified as some other family is BaseBridge. A careful analysis of the results and the classifier's inner working for this family shows that samples with this label have a strong correlation with the ACTION_INPUT_METHOD_CHANGE feature. Every time this feature is present, the sample is classified as belonging to BaseBridge. Since the semantics preserving rules prevent us from removing any features, this poses a clear limitation on the attack.

The total amount of time taken for these experiments using the sample subset of 290 individuals is around 2 min. Within this time span, the search found 14,000 mutation strategies able to evade the classifier. This number can be broken down into 50 different mutation strategies for 280 individuals (omitting the ten individuals that belong to the BaseBridge family). This gives us interesting information about the performance of the attack and demonstrates how easy it is to evade a malware classifier such as RevealDroid.

To discover the minimum number of modifications needed to achieve misclassification, we set the change probability to the minimum value (0.6). The results are shown in Table 3. In this case, we selected malware samples uniformly from the whole dataset, considering a realistic scenario in which an attacker would employ different malware samples without any previous knowledge about their classifications. In this scenario, some samples were then misclassified by RevealDroid, showing that no modification is needed to evade it.

In almost all cases the average number of modifications is close to 1. This means that the evasion technique only needs to modify

⁴ https://github.com/JesusFreke/smali
a single feature in order to evade classification, revealing how fragile malware classifiers such as RevealDroid are. In order to explore this case in more depth, Section 4.2 studies the impact of the different features during the misclassification attack.

Finally, the number of queries to the classifier during the evolution depends on the number of generations and the population size. In each generation a single query is executed for each sample in the population. Since our approach only needs one generation to succeed, 50 queries are needed per sample. This number is higher if we require the convergence of the whole population, as needs up to 350 queries \((7 \times 50)\) in the worst case.

**RQ1.** Our results show that misclassification can be achieved in just one generation of the genetic search. This translates to a number of queries to the classifier ranging from 50 to 350 per sample. Furthermore, only one mutation is needed to induce a misclassification error for most samples.

### 4.2. Relevant features for the attack

In order to understand which features are more related to a particular family, we performed an analysis of the most relevant features affected during the mutation process. We followed the same approach as in the experiments discussed in Section 4.1, where only one feature is needed to change the family classification. Table 3 shows the feature that is changed most often and the overall probability for this feature to be modified during the search.

The feature most frequently added is ACTION_INPUT_METHOD_CHANGED. As we mentioned above, this feature is tightly coupled with the BaseBridge family, in such a way that whenever it is added to the feature vector, the sample is classified as belonging to BaseBridge.

ACTION_USER_PRESENT is another feature that is present in the modifications, especially for families such as Kmin, Steek, Yzbc and Fatak. These families are closely related to remote server connections (Kmin and Yzbc) and sending SMS messages (Steek and Fatak) containing private information, so they do not necessarily focus on user actions.

**RQ2.** The feature ACTION_INPUT_METHOD_CHANGED is used most often due to its close relationship with the BaseBridge family. ACTION_USER_PRESENT is used next often, appearing in four families with a common behaviour (leaking information from the device).

### 4.3. Transition between families during evasion

The final experiment attempts to measure the difficulty of mutating samples from each family to each potential target family. To do this, we measured the most commonly changing patterns among the different families during the search. Fig. 2 presents a probabilistic representation of the most frequent changes between families. Unsurprisingly, BaseBridge is the family to which samples are most commonly reclassified. This is related to our previous analysis in Section 4.2, which showed that any sample with the feature ACTION_INPUT_METHOD_CHANGED set to one is classified as belonging to BaseBridge regardless of any other features.

Some interesting relationships can be found, such as the one between Plankton and Nyleaker, which share almost the same intent actions, Plankton having a couple of actions more than Nyleaker. Kmin and GinMaster have a close relationship with DroidKungFu: a single modification of a flow based on MMS (Kmin) or the ACTION_USER_PRESENT feature (GinMaster) causes the original sample to be classified as belonging to DroidKungFu. A similar case happens with Fatak and Nandrobox, in which a single modification of the ACTION_USER_PRESENT feature causes a misclassification.

Interestingly, the matrix shown in Fig. 2 is asymmetric. This means that samples from family A can be mutated into samples of family B but the inverse process was not found possible during the search. The only cases in which both mutations are possible are Plankton and DroidKungFu, DroidKungFu and Kmin, and Adid and DroidKungFu. This suggests that DroidKungFu is a heterogeneous family. Finally, we note that there are 9 families that can never be targets: GinMaster, Nyleaker, Geimimi, Imlog, ExploitLinuxLotoor, Xsider, Yzbc, FakeRun and Hamob. This is a consequence of how the classifier builds the classification model, keeping some families bounded to specific feature ranges that are modified during the evolution process.

**RQ3.** The effort required to mutate a sample from an original classification to classification as a target family depends on both families, with some mutations being impossible.

### 5. A countermeasure

The results discussed in the previous section demonstrate that it is generally possible (and in fact easy) to cause a misclassification error in a typical Android malware classifier. This is ultimately accomplished by injecting additional artefacts into the sample, such as new API calls or intents, that will affect the feature vector associated with the app.

We next discuss how such attacks can be countered through the use of a more robust classifier. Our proposal first aims at detecting potential attack cases (i.e., samples deliberately modified so as to induce a classification error) and then at backtracking the changes to identify potential source families. Both strategies constitute variations of ideas proposed before in the field of adversarial machine learning (Chinavle et al., 2009). However, this is the first countermeasure discussing the ability to backtrack the attack.
5.1. Detecting potential misclassifications

The result of an attack, such as the one shown in this paper, is an app modified in a way that will deceive a classification system, causing it to return an incorrect family label. The underlying causes for such an error are related to the manner in which the algorithm at the core of the classifier works. In the case of RevealDroid, each alteration introduced in the application translates into features that will change the path followed along the decision tree, thus driving the output to a different leaf and, therefore, a different label.

In order to detect potential attempts to evade the classifier, we propose an extension of the target classifier: RevealDroid*. This enhanced version of RevealDroid employs a pool of C4.5 trees instead of relying on just one instance. Each classifier in the pool makes decisions based on different subsets of features present in the feature vector, making it more robust against deliberate modifications. Thus, each classifier chooses its own subset of features randomly at runtime. Therefore, a potential attacker has no evident way of modifying the vector in order to evade all the classifiers at once. The final label assigned to a sample by this enhanced version of RevealDroid results from majority voting. Our countermeasure is inspired by those proposed by different authors in the literature. The bagging (boosting and aggregating) approach has proven to be effective in enhancing the robustness of classifiers in various related problems (Biggio et al., 2011; Perdisci, Gu, & Lee, 2006).

Fig. 3 shows the architecture proposed for RevealDroid* and the whole schema for the countermeasure. The countermeasure consists of measuring the level of agreement between RevealDroid and RevealDroid*. When these two tools disagree, we consider that an attacker achieved a potential evasion. RevealDroid* must keep the same classifier, training data and parameters and RevealDroid, in order to generate similar outputs and reduce the false alarm (or false positive) rate. However, for the triage process, the priority is to reduce false negatives in order to guarantee that an important sample is not misclassified as irrelevant.

The feature extraction process of RevealDroid* remains unchanged, using the same feature vector for each app with a list of API calls, intent actions and information flows. Once the feature vector is generated for each app, features are randomly partitioned into a number of groups. That is, each feature is randomly assigned to one (and just one) group, guaranteeing that all groups have the same number of features. The number of groups can be manually tuned and also equals the number of classifiers (C4.5 in our case) used in the ensemble. Each classifier is then trained with all the instances using the subset of features allocated for it, seeking to maximise the separation among labels in this reduced feature space.

The classification process for a new malware sample with RevealDroid* is also outlined in Fig. 3. Once again, the feature vector is generated following the rules of RevealDroid. In a second step, the list of features is divided into groups depending on the split previously performed when training the models. Each instance of the C4.5 algorithm delivers a label according to its portion of the feature space and a majority rule is applied to obtain the final label for the input sample.

The strength of RevealDroid* lies in reducing the fragility of a single-classifier structure such as that of RevealDroid, in which just a simple change in the feature vector may lead to a classification error. When using multiple classifiers, the effort required to achieve a successful evasion becomes considerably more complex since the attacker needs to evade the majority of the classifiers in the ensemble. As a sanity check on RevealDroid*’s classification ability, we calculated its accuracy (see the plot at the bottom of Fig. 6). The accuracy (88%) is similar to that of RevealDroid (75–91%).

To evaluate the ability of the countermeasure to detect when a sample has been altered so as to evade a correct classification, we have used our attack to generate a representative set of apps successfully mutated, departing from, and trying to reach, all possible families following the approach described in Section 2.5. With this procedure, a subset of more than 10,000 individuals were successfully mutated. All these individuals were classified using RevealDroid*, yielding the results showed in Fig. 4. Each series in the figure is related to a specific configuration of the genetic algorithm, where an increment of 1 means that it is possible to generate individuals with up to 30 changes in the feature vector, whereas an increment of 0.6 reduces the number of changes to around 1. The reasons for this relationship between the increment parameter and the number of possible changes lies in the probability used internally by the genetic algorithm. Since every change must be manually injected into the application by the attacker, we may assume that in most cases the attacker would be interested in applying the minimum number of changes needed to achieve misclassification as a different family. This situation is represented by an increment equal to 0.6. In contrast, if the number of changes is not an issue for the attacker, a higher value of this parameter can be considered. As Fig. 4 shows, the label delivered by RevealDroid* differs considerably from the fake label pursued by the attacker, thereby notifying of a potential classification attack. With a maximum increment of 0.6 (around 1, 2 or 3 changes injected), using 14 different classifiers RevealDroid* will fail to detect the attack in 0.9% of the cases (false negatives), which means that the evasion will be detected in 99.1% of the evaluations.

The false positives of the countermeasure are computed by evaluating RevealDroid* with RevealDroid’s test data (this data has non-mutated fresh samples for RevealDroid and RevealDroid*). The level of disagreement is calculated using the test output. Fig. 6 (top) shows that the false positive rate of our countermeasure ranges between 8% and 13.5%. Because the focus
of the triage process is avoiding false negatives, we consider this result reasonable.

5.2. Reversing the attack

Once a sample has been suspected as the result of a misclassification attack, determining its original family is the next natural step. Reversing the transformation process that the attacker may have implemented is a complex task, particularly because of the difficulty of differentiating between the original app behaviour and the actions deliberately injected to cause the classification error.

However, the search process used during the attack offers the means to evaluate a number of possible original family classification candidates. The search was used between each possible pair of families in order to evaluate the transition probabilities between them (as the number of individuals belonging to a specific family able to reach a target family divided by the total number of individuals in the original family). The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 5. The fitness function used here is the one described in Section 2.5, which allows one to target specific families. Since this matrix represents all possible transitions between original malware samples of different families and mutated samples, it is also possible to use this artefact to reveal the possible source families of an application detected as misclassified. Furthermore, it is also possible to order these candidate families by the transition probabilities.

For instance, Fig. 7 shows the probabilities of being the original family of a malware sample classified as Kmin family, according to the corresponding row of Fig. 5. In this example, there are 6 potential source families in which all the individuals were successfully mutated to be classified as Kmin, and these form a set of 6 prospective original families.

6. Related work

In this section we discuss the context for our work as it relates to Android static analysis, adversarial machine learning and countermeasures.

6.1. Android static analysis

Our work is focused on attacking a machine learning algorithm which operates on a space generated by static analysis
features. We discuss the most relevant static analyses for our work: permissions, API calls, intent actions and flows.

Permissions have been identified as potential signifiers of malicious intentions. Tools like Kirin (Enck, Ongtang, & McDaniel, 2009) were used to detect anomalous settings containing malicious behaviour and tools like DroidRanger (Zhou, Wang, Zhou, & Jiang, 2012) leverage heuristics to perform the same task. API calls can be used to detect malware and generate signatures, which is the case for DroidLegacy (Deshotels, Notani, & Lakhotia, 2014) and DroidAPIMiner (Aafer, Du, & Yin, 2013). Current trends use both flow analysis, i.e. information leaks between data sources and potentially malicious sinks, and intent actions, remote procedures where one application can use the privileges of another one to perform malicious activities. Flows have been studied using tools such as FlowDroid (Arzt et al., 2014) and DroidSafe (Gordon et al., 2015), while intents have been studied in different ways: from the detection of communication vulnerabilities using ComDroid (Chin et al., 2011); to validation of the interaction between components with Epic (Octeau et al., 2013); to points to communication between objects in different applications using Amandroid (Wei, Roy, & Ou, 2014); and to hybridization these methods, as seen in DifFail (Klieber, Flynn, Bhosale, Jia, & Bauer, 2014) which hybridizes Epic and FlowDroid to improve detection through aggregated information.

Other work, out of the scope of our analysis but also related to static analysis for Android, uses a description language to identify semantic-based signatures, such as Appscopency (Feng, Anand, Dillig, & Aiken, 2014), or aims to detect the context that triggers the malicious behaviour, such as AppContext (Yang et al., 2015) and TriggerScope (Fratantoni et al., 2016).

In our work, we target techniques that use static analysis features and leverage machine learning algorithms to detect or classify malware. These techniques, provided in Table 1, use the previously discussed tools to extract feature vectors that feed a machine learning algorithm. Tools like DroidSIFT (Zhang, Duan, Yin, & Zhao, 2014) and DroidAPIMiner (Aafer et al., 2013) have only been used for the detection problem, in which malware and goodware must be discriminated, while tools like Dendroid (Suarez-Tangil, Tapiador, Peris-Lopez, & Blasco, 2014), DroidLegacy (Deshotels et al., 2014), Drebin (Arp et al., 2014), DroidMiner (Yang, Xu, Gu, Yegneswaran, & Porras, 2014) and ReveaDroid (Garcia et al., 2015) have also been used for family classification, with ReveaDroid covering the largest spectrum in the feature space. This was the main reason for choosing ReveaDroid as the targeted classifier in our work. We also targeted the triage problem, which is closely related to the family classification problem as Lakhotia et al. state during the description of their tool VILO (Lakhotia et al., 2013). This problem has also been examined from a detection perspective using ranking based algorithms in MAST (Chakradoo et al., 2013). Our goal here was to attack the triage process using adversarial machine learning.

6.2. Adversarial machine learning

Evasion and Adversarial Learning (Huang, Joseph, Nelson, Rubinstein, & Tygar, 2011) are widely studied topics in both the machine learning and computer security areas (Barreno et al., 2006; Lown & Meek, 2005; Ptacek & Newsham, 1998). Given the success of machine learning techniques for addressing security related problems such as malware analysis, spam identification, or intrusion detection, testing the resilience and robustness of these approaches against an informed adversary is a necessary activity.

There is a wide spectrum of applications of machine learning algorithms in classification problems. Their reliability is closely linked to the reliability of the systems that depend on them. Adversarial learning is then an important problem that must be addressed. According to Barreno et al., the main weaknesses of machine learning algorithms lie precisely in their adaptation ability, which can be exploited by attackers to cause deliberate errors (Barreno, Nelson, Joseph, & Tygar, 2010). This presents a complex issue, since machine learning theory takes as its basis that the training dataset used in a learning process remains representative of the problem domain and assumes intentionally harmful modifications of the data do not happen (Laskov & Lippmann, 2010).

The problem of learning in hostile environments was first considered by Kearns & Li (1993). In this work, the authors developed an extension to Valiant’s Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) framework (Valiant, 1984; 1985). The extension allows the algorithm to learn even when a dataset has been polluted with erroneous data, introduced by an active adversary. This adversarial behaviour is modelled following a worst-case approach (i.e., unbounded computational power and access to the classification history are assumed). The main contribution of this work was to provide methods to limit the maximum portion of the dataset polluted by the adversary without having a negative effect on the classification result.

The proliferation of classification and detection tools relying on machine learning techniques has promoted an increased interest in attacking these tools, taking advantage of the weaknesses in classification algorithms. These attacks are very varied and depend mainly on the adversarial model considered, since the capabilities of the attacker and her knowledge about the classifier define the impact of the attack.

All these attacks against machine learning can be categorised by point of view. From a coarse perspective, the attacks can be classified in two categories: poisoning attacks (Biggio, Nelson, & Laskov, 2012) and evasion attacks (Xu et al., 2016). In the former case, the attack is performed during the training stage. In this scenario the adversary introduces fake or malformed data into the training set. This will lead the classifier to learn an inaccurate model and then classify further instances incorrectly. In the latter case, the attack is performed during the classification stage. The feature vector belonging to a particular sample is modified so as to force the classifier to produce a wrong label. The proposed attack in this paper falls in the evasion category as we try to fool an already trained model by distorting the feature vector of a particular sample.

Barreno et al. (2006) provide an extended taxonomy of the different attacks against machine learning applications. They model attack spaces using three key concepts: influence (whether it affects the training stage or the classification itself), specificity (whether the
attack tries to misdirect the classification of data belonging to a particular class or, alternatively, causes no discrimination to happen) and the security property violated by the attacker (whether the attack is against the classifier’s availability or against the result’s integrity).

A practical example of how classification algorithms can be successfully evaded is the classifier-agnostic attack strategy described by Biggio et al. for assessing the security of machine learning applications (Biggio et al., 2013). They propose an adversarial strategy based on gradient descent attacks. They consider different threat models depending on how much information the attacker has regarding the attacked classifier. The authors demonstrate how their strategy could be employed to evade classifiers such as SVM and neural networks trained for detecting malicious PDF files.

In an approach similar to our own work but applied to a different problem, Vigna, Robertson, and Balzarotti (2004) developed a framework for measuring the resilience of a signature-based Network intrusion detection system (NIDS) against an adversary. The authors employed mutation strategies for modifying known exploits. Mutations were applied at network, application and code level, and included modifying the shape of network packets, injecting malformed data, and hiding malicious code using polymorphic engines. Ten real world exploits were mutated using different strategies and used to measure the resilience of two NIDS products. The experiment confirmed that evading the NIDS signatures is feasible, especially when combining different mutation techniques. Although this research has the injection of specific information to provoke a malfunction in a detection system in common with the attack that we describe in this paper, the problem varies significantly, since we are focused on malware classification.

Other research focused on NIDS was presented by Pastrana et al. (2011). It also takes advantage of genetic programming, in this case as a search heuristic for finding modification routines capable of evading a particular NIDS. These modification routines take a malicious network packet as input and apply different adjustments (e.g.: changing a particular value within the data payload, altering the TCP header, etc.). The authors tested the framework against C4.5 and Naive–Bayes. By using this genetic search, the authors obtained individuals able of inducing non-negligible error rates in both classifiers, attaining a 37% classification error rate in the Naive–Bayes classifier. In our work, by contrast, we are finding modifications to evade a correct family malware classification, rather than evading its detection (thus assuming that the sample will still be detected as malware with high probability).

Genetic programming has also been successfully employed in fooling the detection of malicious code. In particular Xu et al. presented EvadeML, a framework for automatically evading PDF malware classifiers (Xu et al., 2016). PDF files have been frequently used by attackers as hosts for embedded malware. The authors of that paper employed genetic search for finding the best modification strategy leading to evasion of detection by two PDF malware detection systems (PDFrater and Hidost) built on top of machine learning solutions. Up to 500 malicious payloads were successfully evaded using the discovered strategies. Again, an evolutionary algorithm is used to evade detection rather than to evade a correct classification between malware families.

Another example of adversarial learning to evade the detection of malicious PDF files is the mimicry attack (Majorca, Corona, & Giacinto, 2013) that injects malicious code into a benign file using 3 different strategies: injecting an EXE (EXEembed), a PDF (PDFembed) or a JavaScript (JSinjext) payload. The evaluation of these tools shows high detection evasion effectiveness (100% for EXEembed and PDFembed and 80% for JSinjext) on the 6 variants generated by the authors. Again, in contrast to our attack, this research is not focused on re-shaping malware for evading a correct classification and the domain is different. The evasion of PDF detection has been extensively analysed in Laskov (2014), demonstrating the vulnerabilities of a known online PDF analyser to this kind of attacks. The interaction between malware families has indeed been studied but from an unsupervised learning perspective, using clustering algorithms (Biggio, Rieck et al., 2014). Here, the authors inject new samples into the training process with the aim of disrupting the result.

On the Android side, there are new evasion strategies which aim to attack machine learning (Grosse, Papernot, Manoharan, Backes, & McDaniel, 2016; Meng et al., 2016) and antivirus systems (Aydogan & Sen, 2015; Meng et al., 2016; Xue et al., 2017; Zheng, Lee, & Lui, 2012). The first technique in this area was ADAM (Zheng et al., 2012), which manipulates malware via re-packaging and obfuscation. ADAM was created to audit antivirus systems and it showed good effectiveness against VirusTotal, reaching an evasion rate close to a 50%. In a similar line, Aydogan and Sen (2015) include a genetic programming framework to the obfuscation process, reporting an evasion effectiveness up to 33% against 8 antivirus systems. The effectiveness of evasion strategies was extended to new machine learning techniques, such as deep learning, by Grosse et al. (2016), who were able to reach up to an 80% evasion rate by adding perturbations to the malware variants through junk code. This effective strategy was also followed by Mystique (Meng et al., 2016), and its extension, Mystique-S (Xue et al., 2017). The former uses a multi-objective genetic algorithm to reduce the classification rate of machine learning algorithms and anti-viruses, while it maximizes the attack behaviour; the later generates the code dynamically to reach the same goal. They are able to evade the detectors up to 80% of the time for Mystique and 94% of the time for Mystique-S. An interesting case for evasion, out-of-the-box from the previous techniques, was introduced by Vidas and Christin (2014) who generated an attack based on red pills, i.e., detecting environmental conditions. This strategy combines the detection of behaviour, performance, hardware and software components. They were able to reach an 86% evasion rate. Our tool, lagoDroid, is focused on attacking the static analysis features of a machine learning classifier, and it is able to reach a 97% evasion rate. Compared with the other related tools of the state of the art, it is a competitive result (for a summary comparing all the above mentioned tools, see Table 2).

6.3. Countering adversarial learning techniques

The security community has worked both on testing classification systems built on top of machine learning techniques against different kinds of attacks and on designing countermeasures to deal with this problem. For instance, Chinavle et al. studied the effect of employing learning ensembles for combatting adversaries in a spam detection scenario (Chinavle et al., 2009). Their approach demonstrated that through the use of different classifiers, it is possible to detect performance degradation (due to evasion attacks on behalf of a motivated adversary) and automatically repair this condition. Their approach allows the system to maintain a high degree of accuracy through time while reducing the number of re-training stages.

Barreno et al. elaborated on the security and reliability of machine learning (Barreno et al., 2006), proposing a framework to evaluate the security of a particular machine learning application. In the same line, Biggio, Fumera, and Roli (2014) proposed a framework to introduce countermeasures against attackers while designing the classifier, instead of applying them later during training or test stages. The main contribution of this work is the lack of bounds for a particular classifier, making the framework flexible.
Dalvi et al. (2004) studied the development of robust classifiers. They addressed the problem as a game between the attacker and the target classifier. In their approach, the attacker’s strategy is used as input for generating a classifier resilient to particular adversarial behaviour. Addressing the problem from a game theoretical perspective, the authors improved the working of vanilla Naïve–Bayes classifier in a spam detection case, dramatically reducing the number of errors.

From a more general point of view, the effectiveness of different strategies that deal with evasion attacks has been studied elsewhere. For instance, Support Vector Machines have been evaluated (Russu, Demontis, Biggio, Fumera, & Roli, 2016), concluding that the selection of the kernel function is crucial. Feature selection based countermeasures have been studied (Budhrja & Oates, 2015), showing that this can be counterproductive since it reduces the accuracy of the classifier in some cases. There is also a framework focused on evaluating the potential attack scenarios due to the use of feature selection methods (Xiao et al., 2015).

Although the above countermeasures are able to successfully narrow the effects produced by attacks on machine learning classifiers, they are mainly focused on detection problems: a binary classification between benign and malicious software. However, a classification task into different malware families constitutes a different scenario in which there can be an important number of classes closely located in the search space.

### 7. Conclusions

IagoDroid demonstrates that any Android malware classification scheme that relies exclusively on static analysis during triage is a sensitive process that can easily be destabilised. IagoDroid is able to fool the RevealDroid classifier into misclassifying the family for...
28 out of 29 families in the dataset by modifying a single feature of the original malware. In the process, this attack generates up to 14,000 new variants for 290 malware samples in just 2 min.

As a countermeasure, we split the feature space into different overlapping sets where different classifiers work together to detect potential evasions. This method, named RevealDroid+, is demonstrably effective for a small number of modifications but less useful when the number of modifications is high. In the latter case, it is able to reduce the number of evasive variants that IagoDroid generates, but cannot prevent it from generating at least some. In consequence, RevealDroid+ forces producers of malware variants to find techniques to modify a higher number of features during the variants generation process. In the case where an evasive file is detected, our countermeasure is also able to track the original malware family, providing an opportunity to reconsider the malware priority during the triage process.

This countermeasure shows some of the limitations of the evasion method. The first limitation is related to the adversarial environment. IagoDroid has full knowledge of the underlying classifier. This limits the possibility of having strong results in different scenarios, even when the technique may still be applicable. Another significant limitation of this technique is in the final generation of the variants, which in the current version requires human intervention to transform the suggested vector of changes into the actual variant.

These limitations inspire several, possible lines of future work, starting from measuring the ability of IagoDroid to cause misclassification in commercial tools, such as antivirus engines. This line of research would require an extension to the tool’s capabilities such as providing automatic injection of changes within opaque predicates. From a research perspective, IagoDroid is useful for studying the limitations on the robustness of machine learning classifiers and, indeed, our future work will focus on defining sound measures based on evasion abilities. This will help to understand which classifications algorithms are stronger than others when faced with adversaries for algorithms based on both static and dynamic analysis. Finally, the backtracking ability of our countermeasure can be understood as a Markov model among families and transitions. This knowledge can be used to study more deeply the different relationships among Android malware families.
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